What Do I Need To Get Started?
1.

Ideally, locate an area in full sun when possible with a rectangular
orientation of north to south with an unrestricted live fresh water
supply.

2.

If full sun is not possible and you have a choice between morning
sun and afternoon sun choose the morning sun.

3.

If a north to south orientation is not possible east to west will work
with a change to the planting schematic.

4.

Clear an area 8’ wide by 4’ longer that the garden size you choose.
For example, if you choose a 4’ x 16’ Garden Master Bucket
Garden System® ideally you will need cleared an area of 8” wide
by 20’ long. This provides 1’ of clear ground space beyond the
width of the ground cover which is 6’ wide in addition to 1’ of
cleared ground space beyond the length of the ground cover which
will be 1’ longer than your garden on both ends. This area should
be flat and free of debris.

5.

Ideally you should have 3’ to 4’ of working space around your
Garden Master Bucket Garden®.

6.

This is also the time to determine if you are going to invest in a
greenhouse kit for your garden in the future and if so, what size of
greenhouse you will want. If you plan to work your garden in the
cold months from the outside of the greenhouse by raising the
greenhouse plastic cover then you will need a 4’ wide greenhouse
kit. However, if you want to work your garden from the inside of
the greenhouse you will need a 10’ to 12’ wide greenhouse. Your
greenhouse frame will also act as the supper structure for the plant
trellis support system. Without the greenhouse structure you will
need the “T” trellis support system. Your greenhouse or your “T”

trellis system can be constructed anytime after you garden is
installed.
7.

Now that you have determined the size of your available area and
your garden size you are ready to order your Garden Master
Bucket Garden System®. Read the PDF file Rules For Ordering
Your Bucket Garden on the Bucket Garden page at
www.TheGardenMaster.com. We have attached sample order
invoices of what you will need in two phases of your Bucket
Garden. The second phase is optional but increases your annual
production significantly.

8.

Order your bedding sand locally per the specifications listed on
www.TheGardenMaster.com under “Bedding Sand Specifications”
and in the amount as listed on the online store. You will also need
a pound of 16 penny galvanized nails, fender washers for the nails,
phillips screwdriver, PVC cutting pliers, square nose shovel, rake
and a wheel barrow.

9.

Please allow up 10 days from your order to shipping date for items
not listed in # 10 below.

10. Greenhouse Kits, Wiggle Wire Kits and Plastic Cover Kits must be
fabricated and are shipped separately and can take longer than 10
days to ship. We have no control over our raw material supplier’s
timelines.
Thank you for your interest in the Garden Master Bucket Garden
System®!
The Garden Master
“Building Family Sustainability One Garden At A Time”
See Attached Sample Order Invoices Attached Below!!

